
Patrick Dunagan 
 
OUR GANG 
 

Till the furniture turns to props and 
 All the mops are a chorus of never 
 Before heard improbabilities, honeyed alibis 

- Charles Bernstein 
 
 
Arriving we are about to be going 
with that usual vial of rage and hate 
answering a casual call for heroes 
 
there is none left to challenge 
nobody cares for such virulent nobodies   
roaming about early morning streets 
 
what else’s expected of such grifters  
fierce headed bric-a-bracs of a whodunit sort 
ignoring the menace of heavy rain 
 
to know nothing and have come to less 
here we are trading bitchslaps  
on the high road out of s’posed Rome 
 
how the glint chips yet holds its glimmer 
such creatures any creation resists  
tossing aside any question of do or do not 
 
our Ophelias all broken backed addicts 
we’re bound to lose and go on without care 
always to be found round bout again next year  



 

GET WITH IT 

  for Mike Boughn, in his debt 

 

 I suppose you’re all subscribers to your own House Organ, right? 

  - Jack Clarke 

 

 Ain’t it funny how you feel 

 When you’re finding out it’s real? 

  - Neil Young 

 

 

Tapping into the squeal of city streets 

hum but once and you drift right off 

into the mess buoyed along by thumps 

echo of past present future now you 

walk and talk cross tidal lights sonic 

smatters loom from out to weave 

gingerly than not  with bold hesitancy 

raised eyebrows as hands cross hands in 

back-step lips moving gestures our 

City Medicine stays immediate and raw 

                                                           forever 

  

ii. 

 

 Don’t settle when it’s Late 

   - Wendy’s television commercial 

 

Reading Jack Clarke’s first watching soccer 

Spain 2-0 over the French then skateboarding 

technical lip tricks lit up alongside 

huge airs in the bowl with baseball on next 

first a trip down to Green Apple looking 

for Fathar III to further step back ahead 

this Saturday some 40 odd years after 1st Fact 

as much as ever in as not end of the first 

SF 0 Oakland 2 rough starts lead to splendid ends 

                                                           time was 

 

WITH A NY SHUDDER 

 

Jack, The Hulk swings in wrecking buildingsides 

downtown economy’s all busted up in The Avengers 

I wonder if you’d love how Loki the Evil One 

leads these aliens in through timewarp to spoil 



Robert Downey Jr.’s Iron Man fun he ain’t having it 

along with Loki’s blonde bro none too thrilled 

Jack, The Hulk swings in has things under control 

always angry cool though under fire with lines that go 

 

iv. 

 

Lure of artfulness I’d rather eat this world 

so hard and without core other than ours owned 

 

                                                                                                  Jul. 2012 

 

[This poem first appeared in House Organ edited by the late, ever great Kenneth Warren] 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

REAL LIFE WITH MICHAEL MCCLURE 

 
I’m in a large ornate theater. Michael McClure 

asks Robert Creeley about Projective Verse. 

How aren’t the two of them both Projectivists as well? 

I go to the john. Standing at one of two stalls 

Is Michael McClure. He’s still pissing, 

“I published Creeley way back… 

Moby II-Ark… I edited that.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CANNIBAL 

 

                  à la C.A. Conrad  

 

 

Ferget bout it  

fools rush in fools rush out 

showin up iz 99% 

up and down da block 

stretched all o’er da street 

one mazzive jazzy riff  

ain’t even de half of it 

don’t call it / jez bring it 

only baboon mimics baboon 



ED DORN HERE, “ASKING FOR IT: EZRA POUND IS COMING TO GET 

YOU BRANDON BROWN” 
 

 

O my, 

dear shit balloon do blow up soon. 

After two years, greatnesses, 

ridiculed, too, turn 

tender myth adventurous. 

Mood future potential drifts through. 

Nothing new lasts, stay real. 

 

*** 

 

Don’t be a Shit 

Brandon Brown 

Read your Pound 

 


